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    1. Greenwood Lane / Graceland (Live) 6:12    2. You Know I'm No Good (Live) 4:00    3. Did
Unto Me (Live) 3:28    4. Rotten and No Good (Live) 3:14    5. Let Me In (Live) 3:17    6. Why
Don't Ya Do Right (Live) 4:20    7. Jackson (Live) 3:18    8. Feeling Good (Live) 3:12    9. El
Rancho Motel (Live) 4:02    Sarah Gleason - Lead Vocals  Paul Pearce - Lead Guitar and
Vocals  Michael Skiffington - Bass  Jorge Santamaria - Drums    

 

  

A high energy live performance of rocking blues featuring soaring vocals in front of a
hard-driving three-piece band. The group rips through their set in front of a surprised weeknight
club audience in Nashville on May 30, 2013.

  

Vexine hails from Richmond VA and plays rocking rhythm and blues. Featuring the soaring
vocals, hard guitars and a thundering rhythm section, the band released their self-titled studio
album in early 2013. The band's debut record was selected as one of the best local releases of
2013 by RVA Playlist and as Best Blues Band.

  

"Live From Nashville" was recorded at The Rutledge during a performance on May 30, 2013
and is released as-is. The band wanted the recording to preserve the vitality of their
performance, with no overdubs or edits to the material in post production. The result is a
powerful performance complete with buzzing amplifiers and the occasional exclamation from
members of the audience. It is a faithful representation of the band's live show, turning heads
everywhere. ---cdbaby.com
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